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SOUTH HILLS 
COMMUNITY PURIM 

CARNIVAL
Sunday, March 24, 2024

Beth El Congregation of the South Hills

Entry times starting 9:30 am

 Save the date! All are welcome to the community-wide Purim carnival 
sponsored by Temple, Beth El, the South Hills JCC and PJ Library! 

Keep an eye on your Temple Happenings emails for more details to come.



Fridays at 7:00 PM

January 19 
2nd Grade Class Shabbat

January 26  
3rd Grade Class Shabbat

February 23
4th Grade Class Shabbat

March 22
5th Grade Class Shabbat

B’nai Mitzvah Services
Saturdays at 10:30AM

February 17
Vienna Eisinger

March 16
Jackson Levine

March 23
Laryn Finder

April 6
Evan Young

Friday Afternoon Torah Study at 1:00pm
Temple’s Shabbat morning Torah Study frequently focuses on a single 
idea or verse, leaving much on the cutting room floor for further 
exploration. Curious what else the sages of our tradition were thinking? 
Join Rabbi Meyer on Zoom by clicking here for a 45 minute sneak peek!

Shabbat Evening Services – Fridays at 7:00pm  
Join us for our Shabbat evening services in the Beit HaT’filah. You can also 
continue to connect with us via Temple’s website, Facebook, or YouTube. 
An electronic copy of Mishkan T’filah, the congregation’s prayer book, 
can be accessed here. Immediately following the service, enjoy a nosh at 
the oneg and schmooze with fellow congregants!

Shabbat Mornings
8:30AM Our Shabbat morning videos will be released 
on  Facebook  and  YouTube. One will include  the traditional first Aliyah 
from our Sefer Torah in Hebrew and translation, and the second a brief 
exposition of how the themes and lessons of the parashat (portion) 
relate to our modern lives.

Shabbat Morning Torah Study – Saturdays at 9:00am
Join Rabbi Meyer or Cantor Jacobson in person at Temple or on Zoom to 
discuss the weekly parashat.

Havdalah – Saturdays at 8:00pm
Join us virtually on Temple’s Facebook page.

Lay-Led Morning Minyan – Sundays at 9:30am
In person in the Beit HaT’filah or click here to join virtually on Zoom.  

WORSHIP & TORAH STUDY SCHEDULE

T’Filah
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There exists within the Reform Movement several generations of Jews who likely cannot read the following 
words without breaking into song:

“Let us adore the ever living God, and render praise unto Him who spread out the heavens and established 
the earth, whose glory is revealed in the heavens, above, and whose greatness is manifest throughout world. 
He is our God; there is none else. We bow the head in reverence and worship the King of Kings, the Holy One, 
praised be He!” 

If you grew up with the Union Prayer Book, published in 1895 (or the Revised Union Prayer Book of 1918, or the 
Newly Revised Union Prayer Book of 1940) — the little one that would fit in the palm of your hand — *this* is the 
version of Aleinu L’shabei’ach with which you are likely most familiar. Its poetic imagery and flowery language 
capture the imagination in ways that disguise the conceptually-problematic source text. In a more traditional 
siddur, the original text of Aleinu L’shabei’ach extols the distinctiveness of the Jewish community through a 
supersessionism and superiority that makes us squirm:

“It is our obligation to praise the Master of all, to ascribe greatness to the Creator of the [world in the] beginning: 
that He has not made us like the nations of the lands, and has not positioned us like the families of the earth; 
that He has not assigned our portion like theirs, nor our lot like that of all their multitudes. For they prostrate 
themselves to vanity and nothingness, and pray to a god that cannot deliver.”

Eeek, right? From the earliest strata of Reform Judaism, our spiritual ancestors agreed. The initial Reform 
prayer books actually omitted this declaration from the service entirely. Isaac Mayer Wise then attempted an 
artful change to the Hebrew in the mid-1800’s that lasted for two generations before “Let us Adore” unified the 
America Reform movement. Wise’s text happens to be preserved in our contemporary Mishkan T’filah siddur 
and is worth revisiting for today’s world. 

Beginning in January, Cantor Kalix and I are going to make a concerted effort to include the second paragraph 
of Aleinu L’shabei’ach, beginning She’hu Noteh Shamayim, to each service, and in February we will study 
together a new direction for this prayer. Join us at 7:00pm on these special Friday nights — in the Beit HaT’filah 
and online — to learn more about the history and evolving significance of this prayer as we continue to exemplify 
that the “reform” in “Reform Movement” is a verb rather than a noun.

A MESSAGE FROM RABBI AARON MEYER
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VISION FOR THE FUTURE: 
A MORE FLEXIBLE AND INCLUSIVE TEMPLE EMANUEL

For over a year Outside Angle and our Steering Committee have been hard at work 
developing a one-of-a-kind vision for Temple’s future, and we are excited to share the 
following overview with you.  

Hundreds of families are finding value in Temple Emanuel as a community and as a religious home. These families, 
like the community around us, are growing in their diversity of needs and interests. We have an opportunity to 
increase engagement in our programs and services by expanding access, both real and perceived. At the same 
time, we must also address declining interest in membership as it is currently defined, as well as our increasing 
costs.

To respond to both, we must seek to increase Temple’s vibrancy as well as its financial solvency. The only 
viable path to do so requires a more flexible and inclusive organizational structure. This will require three 
fundamental shifts in how Membership, Governance, and Individual Giving function at Temple Emanuel:

• Make it easier to feel belonging at Temple by making membership more accessible and optional
• Position Temple to operate more nimbly and responsively, centered on its mission by shifting its structure 

to one that is staff-led
• Call on individuals to help us achieve solvency by contributing in accordance with the alignment between 

their individual values, the mission of Temple, and the actual costs to serve the community

At the core of these shifts is a transition toward centering the evolving, diverse needs of the Temple 
community and away from the traditional approach of expecting those connected to Temple to fit within 
the structure of the institution.

The future of Temple Emanuel requires a shift toward centering the community and its diverse, evolving 
needs.

We are looking forward to engaging with you, our Temple Emanuel community, in conversations over the next 
several months, as we share more details of these changes that will bring Temple Emanuel into the future. 
If you’d like to begin those conversations now, please reach out to any of the following Steering Committee 
members.  We are eager to talk more about the future of Temple Emanuel.

Michelle Markowitz - mrm0530@gmail.com 412-512-3513
Beth Schwartz - bes987@gmail.com 412-877-5996
Tony Pardo - pardovet@gmail.com 412-889-4765
Rob Edelson - robsedelson@gmail.com 412-606-3825
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It has been an exciting time musically here at Temple Emanuel! Over the past few months, the Temple Emanuel 
Choir has come back together in full force to put on three different performances: one at my installation concert 
in October and two Chanukah performances. It has been a lot of fun preparing for and singing at these events, 
and I am looking forward to many more performances where the choir will get to sing together.

As I am sure you all can guess, singing has been an important part of my life in its entirety. I come from a singing 
family, and cut my teeth in the music world in middle and high school choir. Long before I wanted to be a 
cantor, I dreamed of being a high school choir teacher. And while that is not exactly what I am doing now, I am 
thrilled to be in a position to forge choral connections here at Temple.

So what’s next for the Temple Emanuel Choir? Get out your Hamantaschen, because Purim is just around the 
corner! I am currently in the process of writing our Purim Schpiel, and I will need the help of our choir to be the 
musical support. There is more information to come about the Schpiel, so stay tuned!

If you are unavailable to perform at Purim, please don’t worry! There will be many more musical opportunities 
to come. Currently, members of the choir choose whether or not to participate in an upcoming event by taking 
into account their own life schedules and availability. That is to say, we want you to be part of our choir family 
whenever you are available, and will understand when life gets in the way!

Our choir is comprised of people with varying musical background, ranging from long time singers to complete 
beginners, from sheet music wizards to those unable to read music. The purpose of the group is to have a fun 
and engaging time together while making music we all enjoy. There is no age restriction on the choir, and there 
are no prerequisites regarding skill or ability in order to join.

Do you like to sing? Would you like opportunities to gather with musicians of all ages and backgrounds at 
Temple? Are you interested in participating in the fantastic musical programming that we put on? If you are 
interested in joining our choir, or if you’d like more information, please reach out to Cantor Kalix at kjacobson@
templeemanuelpgh.org. We’d love to have you sing with us!

Wishing you a happy secular new year!

A MESSAGE FROM CANTOR KALIX JACOBSON
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Temple Emanuel offers scholarships for URJ summer 

camps (all ages) and teen trips to Israel through the Rabbi 

William Sajowitz Endowment Fund. Please contact Marlee 

Lyons or Steph McFerron for the application. The deadline 

to apply this year is February 12. 

The Jewish Federation of Pittsburgh also offers 

scholarships for Israel trips and first-time campers at any 

Jewish camp. Be sure to check out their links for more 

information and application deadlines. 

I am pleased to announce that the Pennsylvania 
Commission on Crime and Delinquency has approved 
Temple Emanuel’s funding request through the Fall/
Winter 2023 Nonprofit Security Grant Fund Program. We 
will use this $20,000 grant to upgrade our window blinds 
to blackout shades throughout the building. 

In addition to the PCCD Grant, we were awarded $3,000 
from the Francis & David Levin Foundation for needed 
updates and repairs in the Memorial Holocaust Garden.

Marlee Lyons, Executive Director

Grant Announcement

Scholarships

2023 Chanukah Dinner

TEMPLE FAMILY 
MENSCHENINGS
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SHALOM!
A warm welcome goes to new (and returning) 
members of our Temple family:

• Carly Small & Tessa Moeller 

• Audrey Smith 

• Hannah & Bret Apfelbaum, and son Calvin Kreiger  

• Heather & Aaron Rubin, and their son Asher Rubin 

• Corinne Mazerov 

• Amanda & Joshua Hausman

• Corey & Hannah Sage and sons Tristan and Dean

• Stevie & Aaron Garvey and their daughter Fraces
 

We mourn the loss of:

• Steve Kerchner, son-in-law of Marci & Jerry Rubenstein, 
brother-in-law of Lynn & Larry Lebowitz, (September 19) 

• Christy Anderson, sister of Kate (Joel) Rosenthal, 
(September 28) 

• Carol Elaine Rose, Temple member & wife of Byron 
Rose, (October 16) 

• Bernice Frank, Temple member (November 26) 

• Marilyn Freed, Temple member & mother of Melinda 
Freed & Blaire Freed (December 19)

B’Nei Mitzvah

• Noahm Green, son of Adit & Oded Green, beccame a 
Bar Mitzvah on Wednesday, January 3

• Vienna Eisinger, daughter of Vonya & Nate Eisinger, will 
become a Bat Mitzvah on Saturday, February 17

• Jackson Levine, son of Alan & Jodi Levine and Lori 
Levine will become a Bar Mitzvah on Saturday, March 16

• Laryn Finder, wife of Moses Finder, will become a Bat 
Mitzvah on Saturday, March 23

• Evan Young, son of Laura & Jeffrey Young, will become 
a Bar Mitzvah on Saturday, April 6

mailto:mlyons@templeemanuelpgh.org
mailto:mlyons@templeemanuelpgh.org
mailto:smcferron@templeemanuelpgh.org
https://jewishpgh.org/info/scholarships/
https://jewishcamp.org/one-happy-camper/


The end of the calendar year gives us the opportunity to reflect. Over the past four months of the 2023-2024 school 

year, we have worked alongside the children as they investigated, explored, and discovered. As a Reggio Emilia-inspired 

program, we are charged to meet the developmental needs of the children while following their lead–engaging with their 

interests and wonderings. If you haven’t had the chance lately, I encourage you to visit the ECDC hallways and admire 

the bulletin board displays our educators put together to reflect the work being done in their classrooms. The learning 

may look different class to class, but this diversity is reflective of the way our educators align their offerings to the unique 

individuals in their classrooms. 

As we look ahead to 2024, I am filled with excitement about what is to come for the children at ECDC. I may not know 

exactly what path their class will follow, but I know it will be filled with the joy of learning. 

Registration for School Year 2024-2025 opens in February 2024. Are you or someone you know interested in joining our 

ECDC family? I’d love to talk more! Email klouik@templeemanuelpgh.org or call 412-279-7687.

ECDC | UPDATE

From Kate Louik – ECDC Director
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Project-based learning is loosely defined as a teaching method where students learn through active engagement in the 
real world on meaningful projects. From our youngest to oldest of learners in Torah Center - this teaching method has 
reigned supreme over the last several months! I am in awe at what our students have accomplished at their individual 
grade levels as well as collectively. Here are just a few examples of what we have been up to!

Our 4th graders and PreK friends crafted cards and packaged cookies to send to the Jewish Soldier Project - an organization 
that supports our nation’s Jewish military, whether they are stationed stateside or overseas. 

Our 1st graders collected cooking oils for SHIM, tying in the Chanukah theme with their mitzvot. 

Our 7th graders created a youth group event for those in Kindergarten through 6th grade; incorporating community building, 
social action, and leading them in Havdalah.

Our 6th graders researched different charitable organizations, invited them to Temple for our annual mitzvah mall, and 
partnered with each organization’s representative to help educate all of our students about the organizations that exist in 
our broader community.

I am so grateful to our students, our families for their unwavering support, and to our faculty for creating learning that will 
last a lifetime. Wishing you and yours a wonderful 2024. I am so excited to see what this next year will bring. 

TORAH CENTER | UPDATE
From Steph McFerron – Torah Center Director
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WINTER | PROGRAMMING AT TEMPLE EMANUEL

KIDdish Club 
5:00-6:30 pm

Team Sandwich 
1:00 pm

Play Mahj 
2:00-4:00 pm

January 12 January 16 January 21
February 9 February 20 February 4

March 8 March 19 March 3

Join us at Temple Emanuel for a kid-
friendly dinner, craft projects and 
play time, and a fast-paced musical 
Shabbat service. 

While this program is designed 
with those ages 0-6 in mind, older 
siblings, parents, and grandparents 
are welcome.

Join us to combat food insecurity 
in the Pittsburgh region by making 
and donating sandwiches every third 
Tuesday of the month.

 Drop-off is between 1:00 and 1:30 pm, 
but feel free to drop them off at a 
time that is convenient for you. 

Email Susie Hommel to sign up and 
learn more!

Join us for monthly Mahjong meet-
ups! New and experienced players 
welcome!

JOIN CANTOR KALIX for themed Shabbat dinners here at Temple!

We are excited to offer themed Shabbat dinners with Cantor Kalix this season. Join us for Jewish learning and 
community as we break bread together before that evening’s Shabbat service. 

Upcoming dates include:

Friday, January 5th at 5:30 pm to learn about the many new years of Judaism.

Friday, February 16th at 5:30 pm to learn about the Jewish romance holidays. 

Friday, March 15th at 5:30 pm to learn about the history of women in Jewish leadership in honor of Women’s History 
month. 

Keep an eye on your Temple Happenings emails for more information! 

Email Cantor Kalix with any questions you may have.

90s Night Purim Party!
Saturday, March 23, 2024, at 7:30 pm

Come dressed up in your favorite 90s get up for this adults only Purim Party! Join us to sing and dance along to your 
favorite 90’s classic, and a light,  90s-inspired megillah reading will honor the holiday. Snack on your favorite 90s foods, and, 
of course, beer and wine will be served!

Keep an eye on your Temple Happenings emails for more details to come.
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To be the most up to date on everything happening at Temple Emanuel, check out our 
calendar and subscribe to have the dates added to your calendar automatically!

Adult B’Nei Mitzvah Course
Every 2nd and 4th Sunday of the month, starting January 14, 2024, from 1:30 to 3:00 pm

Are you interested in learning more about the prayers of Jewish tradition, both meaning and mechanics?

Are you looking for ways to practice Hebrew in a practical setting?

Do you want to learn more about the study of Torah and how it is chanted?

Consider pursuing Adult B’nei Mitzvah with Temple Emanuel!

All Temple members who have not yet participated in the ritual of Bar, Bat, or Bet (an inclusive term for those who prefer 
non-gendered language) Mitzvah are eligible and encouraged to join us. Perhaps you weren’t ready or weren’t given the 
opportunity as a young person? Maybe you joined the Jewish community later in life and are now ready? Perhaps you 
wish to study along with a child or grandchild preparing to read from Torah for the first time? All are welcome!

Together with Rabbi Aaron and Cantor Kalix, this supportive cohort will study the prayers of Jewish tradition, keep working 
on their Hebrew, learn some trope (Torah chanting), and prepare a D’var Torah before leading a service in the Fall of 2024. 
The only prerequisite is the ability to decode Hebrew (readily recognize the letters and vowel sounds and begin stringing 
them together into syllables).

It’s not too late to sign up before the course begins! Read more and sign up to join this cohort here.

WINTER | PROGRAMMING AT TEMPLE EMANUEL

Temple Emanuel Grandparents Group
Monthly Saturday Meetings at 1:30 pm

Are you a grandparent or grandfriend? Whether you are Jewish or not, local or far, you are welcome to join us for a Temple 
Emanuel Grandparents Group, meeting monthly! 

We hope that this group facilitates connections and conversations between grandparents and grandfriends with 
connections to Judaism, either through their own experiences or through the experiences of their children and 
grandchildren. We will meet once a month on a Saturday afternoon in person and over Zoom, and we will encourage 
further connection-building through activities between meetings. 

Together we will discuss topics like holidays, life cycle events, and opportunities to connect with your grandchildren. We 
will discuss the “joys and oys” of grandparenting and provide a safe space to ask questions, learn from one another, and 
celebrate each other’s journeys.

Temple Emanuel’s Program and Volunteer Coordinator Sarah Mangan will facilitate group gatherings and will welcome 
additional presenters to speak on various topics, including Rabbi Aaron Meyer, Cantor Kalix Jacobson, and other 
professionals in the field.

You do not need to be a member of Temple Emanuel to join us! This group is open to people from all backgrounds to learn 
more about Judaism and explore what their relationships to Judaism are now that they are grandparents or grandfriends.

Our winter meetings will be on January 27th, February 10th, and March 9th.

Are you interested in joining us or learning more? Contact Sarah Mangan.
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Kids of Steel Training 
Sundays starting January 21, 2024, from 12:00 pm to 
12:45 pm at Temple Emanuel

Temple Emanuel has a Pittsburgh Marathon team that is 
able to participate in any of the events during the marathon 
weekend in May. One of the events is Kids of Steel, a one-
mile race for young runners. 

Students in our Torah Center are invited to stay after class on 
Sundays starting 1/21/24 from noon to 12:45 to start training 
for our 1-mile race or you can train on your own. 

Email Steph McFerron to sign up and learn more about the 
marathon events available to our team.

Abraham’s Table: Community
Monday, January 22, 2024, at 6:00 pm at The Turkish 
Cultural Center
 
Abraham’s Table seeks to promote communication, 
understanding, and peace among people from different 
religious and cultural backgrounds. Each month, a fresh 
thought-provoking subject will be featured, followed by 
engaging table conversations in which participants may 
share their views and viewpoints. The subject for January is 
Community.

Dinner is served at 6:00 pm, followed by the presentation at 
6:30 pm, and then a Q&A portion from 7:30 to 8:00 pm.

Register here for this free, interfaith and multi-cultural event 
provided by St. Paul’s Episcopal Church, Temple Emanuel of 
South Hills, and the City of Bridges Foundation.

MOTE+ Hosts: Super Bowl Party 
Sunday, February 11, 2024

Join MOTE+ for their annual Super Bowl Party at Temple 
Emanuel. Keep an eye on your Temple Happenings emails 
for more details to come.

WTE+ Art, Wine, and Cheese Night 
with Rabbi Emily 
Sunday, February 25, 2024, at 7:30 pm

Join us for another art, wine, and cheese night led by 
Rabbi Emily!

RSVP to Sarah Mangan by Friday, February 23rd.

Mahj for a Cause to Benefit 
Temple Emanuel’s Early Childhood 
Development Center
Sunday, March 3, 2024, from 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm

Join us in table games of Mahjong! All levels of players are 
welcome. Snacks will be provided. Optional donations will 
benefit Temple Emanuel’s Early Childhood Development 
Center.  All those who donate will be entered into a raffle 
for Mahjong-themed prize as a thank you for supporting 
Temple Emanuel’s preschool programs.

RSVP  to  Sarah Mangan at smangan@templeemanuelpgh.
org. 

Social Action: Sandwich Making 
Event
Sunday, February 18, 2024, at 2:00 pm

Help us provide sandwiches to those in our community 
facing food insecurity. All of the sandwiches will benefit 
FreeStore 15106,  Bethlehem Haven, and Washington City 
Mission provide food for those in need. 

Supplies will be provided by the Caring Community, so all 
we need are volunteers to help us assemble the sandwiches! 
All are welcome!

RSVP to Sarah Mangan by Friday, February 16th.

MOTE+ Brews Night at 
Insurrection AleWorks 
Thursday, January 25, 2024, at 7:00 pm

Join MOTE+ for locally brewed beer at Insurrection 
AleWorks in Heidelberg. RSVP to Sarah Mangan.

MOTE+ Brews Night at 
Spoonwood Brewing Company 
Thursday, March 28, at 7:00 pm

Join MOTE+ for locally brewed beer at Spoonwood 
Brewing in Bethel Park. RSVP to Sarah Mangan.

WTE+ Tu Bishvat Wine Night at 
Apericena
Wednesday, January 24, 2024, at 7:30 pm

The traditional Tu Bishvat seder includes drinking white, pink, 
and red wines to symbolize the passing seasons and eating a 
variety of fruit to symbolize qualities of the earth. Join WTE+ 
for a casual take on this tradition at Apericena Wine Bar. 

RSVP to Sarah to reserve your spot at Apericena’s Captain 
Table for our WTE+ Tu Bishvat Wine Night.
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Donor In Honor Donor In Memory
Laryn & Moe Finder In appreciation of the Caring Community John, Hallie, Sarah, & Rachel Cohn Yozede Cohn

Donor In Memory
Shelley & Howard Miller Brenda & Larry Miller Donor In Honor
Susan & Richard Hommel Bernice Frank  Abigail West Donation

 Barbara Greenberg In Appreciation of Leslie Hoffman

 Carol & Richard Gilardi Donation

Donor In Honor  Ellie Bahm  Complete recovery & continued good health for Joan Rothaus

Barbara Trachtenberg Cantor Kalix Installation  Ellie Bahm  In appreciation of Leslie Hoffman

Betty Jo & Howard Louik
Cantor Kalix beautiful enrichment of Temple worship 

experience  Jacob Farber In appreciation of the High Holy Day Services

Congregation Beit Simchat Torah In appreciation of Cantor Kalix  Jacqueline Saint‐Onge In appreciation of the High Holy Day Services

Debbie & Paul Rudoy In appreciation of Cantor Kalix  Kate & Joel Rosenthal Betty Jo Hirschfield Louik's long successful career

Donna Kepcia Dani Assaf safe return  Rachel Hill In appreciation of the High Holy Day Services

Lisa & David Dvorin In appreciation of Cantor Kalix Rita Cobbett Speedy Recovery for Allan Gross

Marianne & Scott Faber In appreciation of Cantor Kalix Ruth Novice Beth & Chuck Levinthal's 50th anniversary

Rikki Hommel & David Weisberg In appreciation of Cantor Kalix Ruth Novice Bar Mitzvah of Ozzy Weisberg

Susan Simons In appreciation of their work with Eva & Installation Stephen Mahofski In appreciation of the High Holy Day Services

Sydney Captline In appreciation of Cantor Kalix

Tova & Jason Green In appreciation of Cantor Kalix

Donor In Memory
Donor In Memory Alan & Bunny Schorr Carol Elaine Rose

Janice & Teddy Seidenfeld Samuel Seidenfeld Anna Lisa Silberman Jacob Radman

Naomi & Howard Pittle Sandra Arlene Pittle Barbara Greenberg Christy Anderson

Barbara Greenberg Steve Kerchner

Bernice Slifkin Irving Slifkin

Donor In Memory Bernice Slifkin Betty Edelman

Alexandra Tauson & Joe Moidel Israel J. Rudoy Betsy Rascoe Christy Anderson

Amy & David Bahm Jonathan Bahm, Gary Bahm, Lorraine Mundell Cheri & Joel Schwartz Rachel Rubenstein's husband

Barbara & Jerry Chotiner Donation Cheryl & Howard Baskin Robert Caplan

Betsy Epel Paul, Peggy & Marc Greenberg Eileen & Mark Sappir Isidore Jacobowitz

Bunny & Alan Schorr Gertrude Schorr Elaine & Alan London Edward Wittlin

Bunny & Alan Schorr Robert Schorr Elaine & Alan London Charles Wittlin

Elaine & Orin Goldblum Meyer Feinberg Elaine & Alan London Steve Kerchner

Eleanor Bahm Donation Ellie Baker Feldman Morton Baker

Gary, Michael, Lauren & Justin Brant Paula Brant Esther Burstin Trudy Savransky

Howard Myers Jerome Myers Gail Francolini Eugene Francolini

Jim Cull Deborah K. Cull Gary Brant Bernice Frank

Joan & Brian Ochs Sandra & Melvin Gitelman Heidi & Richard Russman Max Russman

Judith Rudoy Donation Judith Levitt Cohen Arthur Harris Levitt

Laurey Simkin Silverman & Steve Silverman Shayna Simkin Judith Nesvisky Allan Nesvisky

Linda Sloan Howard Sloan

Lynn & Harvey Rubin Donation

Marcia Grupp Edward & Anita Grupp Donor In Memory
Marilyn & Charles Spirer Donation Layla Ballon Robert Caplan

Marsha Mintz Lewis Winnecour Layla Ballon Abe Ballon

Nancy Gusky Donation Linda Sloan Maryce Sloan

Nancy & Michael Weisman Irving Wechsler  Linda Sloan Bob Wolf

Natalie Mandelblatt Donation Lisa & Mort Winter & Amy Pollack Roslyn Stein Favish

Randy Albelda Donation Lori & Bob Shure Marilyn Shure

Robert & Margaret Kimball Donation Louis R. Klein & Marcia K. Feinberg Harry Soffer

Robert Miller Larry & Brenda Miller Marcy Bernson Jeff Bernson

Rosyln Goorin Donation Mary Cothran Charlotte McCaa

Roz & Ed Friedman Phil Bloom Mary Cothran Alice McCaa Kelly

Roz & Ed Friedman Renee Bloom Nancy & Bill Berkowitz Robert Caplan

Marlene Naft Sally Naft Nancy & Bill Berkowitz Steve Kerchner

Selma Furst Donation Nancy & Bill Berkowitz Christy Anderson

Selma Furst Robert Furst Nancy & Will Joseph Steve Kerchner

Shirley Hill Donation Noel & Samuel Bliman Loretta haven

Sidney Metzger Donation Orange County United Way Diane Holsinger

Stuart Glasspool Donation Ronna & Jeff Robinson Jacqueline Miller

Stuart Schlansky Donation Roslyn Small Tessie Plotkin

Sylvia Feinberg Meyer Feinberg Roz Goorin Robert Caplan

Thomas Hollander Donation Ruth Novice Robert Caplan

Tracy & Robert Grob Donation Ruth Novice Steve Kerchner

VeronIca & Jonathan Schmerling Donation Ruth Novice Roni Schulhof

VeronIca & Jonathan Schmerling George Rocher Ruth Novice George Keiser

VeronIca & Jonathan Schmerling Daniel Schmerling Ruth Novice Father of the Freeman Family

Wendy Freed Meyer Copeland Ruth Novice Mother & Grandmother of the Countoures Family

Wendy Freed Isadore Rotman Sandra & Arnold Ruben Miriam Schatz

Susan & Richard Hommel Robert Caplan

Temple Emanuel Board  Larry Chernila

Donor In Memory Temple Emanuel Board  Robert Caplan

Betty Jo & Howard Louik Steve Kerchner Temple Emanuel Board  David Bialosky

 Diskin Music Fund

Donations to Temple Funds as of December 15, 2023

Brenda & Larry Miller Memorial Caring Community Richard A. Cohn& Charlotte Cohn Memorial Scholarship Fund

Cemetery Beautification Fund

General Fund

General Fund (cont.)

General Fund

Cantor Jacobson Discretionary Fund



Betty Jo & Howard Louik Carol Rose Temple Emanuel Board  Lisa Silbermann

Stacey Slavkin Bernice Frank Temple Emanuel Board  Leslie Horowitz

Temple Emanuel Board  Steve Kerchner

Donor In Honor Temple Emanuel Board  Christy Anderson

Irene Luchinsky & Allen  Beitman Leslie Hoffman's well deserved retirement Temple Emanuel Board  Bernice Frank

Irene Luchinsky & Allen  Beitman Birth of Ellis Budin Skowronek Temple Emanuel Board  Marilyn Freed

Laryn & Moses Finder Carol Rose

Temple Emanuel Board  Carol Rose

Donor In Honor Wendy Freed & Family J. Peter Freed

Beth Samuel Jewish Center In appreciation

Diane & Frank Dreifuss In appreciation for the Baby Naming

Donna Kepcia Bob Solomon''s recovery Donor In Memory
Elaine Wittlin In appreciation of Rabbi Aaron Meyer Lynn & Harvey Rubin Irwin E. Zimmerman

Ellie Bahm In appreciation of Rabbi Aaron Meyer Lynn & Harvey Rubin Carol Rose

Family of Bernice Frank In appreciation of Rabbi Aaron Meyer Peggy & Louis Gold John Colavincenzo

Holly & Bruce Rudoy In appreciation of Rabbi Aaron Meyer Peggy & Louis Gold Gary Gold

Joy Meyer In appreciation

Joy Meyer In appreciation

Kate & Joel Rosenthal In appreciation of Rabbi Aaron Meyer Donor In Memory
Laryn & Moses Finder In appreciation of Rabbi Aaron Meyer Barbara & Milt Wolf Carol Rose

Laura Sucher In appreciation of Rabbi Aaron Meyer Barbara & Milt Wolf Ronna Schulhof

Lisa & Michael Katz In appreciation of Rabbi Aaron Meyer

Lori & Robert Lesser In appreciation

Marcia & Jerry Rubenstein In appreciation Donor In Memory
Meg & Keith Abrams In appreciation of Rabbi Aaron Meyer Barbara Greenberg Christy Anderson

Michelle Dreyfuss & John Herman In appreciation of Rabbi Aaron Meyer Betty Jo & Howard Louik Christy Anderson

Penny & David Abrams In appreciation Diane & Frank Dreifuss Christy Anderson

Robert Spolter In appreciation for Carol's Unveiling Glasspool Family Jeanne P. Glasspool

Sydney Captline In appreciation of Rabbi Aaron Meyer Kate & Joel Rosenthal Steve Kerchner

The Morgenstern Family Zachary Morgenstern's Bar Mitzvah Kate & Joel Rosenthal Christy Anderson

Laurie & Paul Park Christy Anderson

Donor In Memory Marianne & Scott Faber Christy Anderson

Andrea & Jeff Fitting Christy Anderson

Andrew Leff Adele Holman

Gary Brant Paula Brant's Unveiling Donor In Memory
Joy Meyer Howard Rosenberg Elisia & Chuck Silverstein Christy Anderson

Michael Bihary David Bialosky

Naomi & Howard Pittle Rose Appel

Nicole Warden The Fallen in Israel Donor In Memory
Robin & Steve Hausman Christy Anderson Nicholas Demkin Stephen Demkin

The Dvorin Family David Bialosky Nicholas Demkin Richard Demkin

Donor In Honor Donor In Memory
Laryn & Moses Finder The naming of Ellis Budin Skowronek Jeff Simon Herman Simon

Rabbi Mark & Alice Mahler In appreciation of Rabbis Aaron & Emily Meyer Nan & Jeff Simon Arthur Simon

Donor In Honor Donor In Honor
Sally Lebowitz Marriage of Sarah Rothschild Betty Jo & Howard Louik Bar Mitzvah of Ozzy Weisberg

Donor In Memory
Sally Lebowitz Steve Kerchner Donor In Memory
Roz & Farrel Levine Renee Godin Shelley & Bob Cohn Irene Lewis

Steve & Terry Erenrich David Bernstein

Susan Lipsitz Helen V. Nobel Lipsitz

Donor In Memory Susan Lipsitz Robert Lipsitz

Anne Teplitz Watzman Alfred Teplitz Susan Lipsitz Herman Lipsitz

Anatilie Seewald & Family Richard Seewald Susan Lipsitz Estelle Schechter

Beverly Esterman Benjamin Esterman Susan Lipsitz Jay Serbin

Carol & Ted Goldberg Melva R. Hirschfield

Cheryl & Howard Baskin Sidney Brown

Ellie Bahm Donation 

Ellie Bahm Steve Kerchner Donor In Memory
Francine Bagnato Sanford "Sandy" Paul April & Stanley Zaslau Janet Ann Abramson

Layla Ballon Richard Ballon April & Stanley Zaslau David Nathan Zaslau

Laryn & Moses Finder Sam Finder Barbara Greenberg David S. Greenberg

Lori & Bob Shure Herbert J. Shure Susie Silbermann Harold Kay

Margaret Tachna Marvin Abraham Tachna Susie Silbermann Selma Kay

Marilyn & Chuck Spirer Oscar Spirer Steve Silvermann Eric Silbermann

Mindy Spitzer David Spitzer Steve Silvermann Lisa Silbermann

Miriam Breslow Pearl Canter

Paul Herman Leana M. Herman

Penny & David Abrams Ida Goldstein

Rita Cobbett Esther Shore

Selma Furst Sarah Furst

Rabbi Mahler Rabbinic Chair Fund

Security Fund

ECDC PTP

Eileen Wolf Memorial Fund

Jeanne Glasspool Nursery School Fund

Martha Klein Lottman Family FundRabbi William Sajowitz Endowment Fund 

Yahrzeit Remembrance Fund

Rabbi Meyer's Discretionary Fund

Yahrzeit Remembrance Fund (cont.)

Yahrzeit Plaques

Nan Simon ECDC Fund

Holocaust Memorial Garden Fund
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CONTACT

412.279.7600

temple@templeemanuelpgh.org

https://www.templeemanuelpgh.org

Facebook

YouTube

Temple Emanuel of South Hills

1250 Bower Hill Road

Pittsburgh, PA 15243

We are here for you!
Please stop by or reach 
out via phone or email.

Our office is open: 
Monday – Thursday, 9AM-2PM 

Friday, 9AM-Noon

Rabbi Aaron Meyer 
ameyer@templeemanuelpgh.org

Cantor Kalix Jacobson 
kjacobson@templeemanuelpgh.org

Executive Director Marlee Lyons 
mlyons@templeemanuelpgh.org

ECDC Director Kate Louik
klouik@templeemanuelpgh.org

Torah Center Director Steph McFerron 
smcferron@Templeemanuelpgh.org

Volunteer & Program Coordinator Sarah Mangan
smangan@templeemanuelpgh.org

Controller Paula Spock 
pspock@templeemanuelpgh.org

Office Administrator Lori Blattner 
lblattner@templeemanuelpgh.org

Temple President Michelle Markowitz 
president@templeemanuelpgh.org

mailto:temple@templeemanuelpgh.org
https://www.templeemanuelpgh.org
https://www.facebook.com/templeemanuelpittsburgh
https://www.youtube.com/user/TheAmeyer1
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